
„VISIONS“ in handball 

 

A) Sub-tactics – during „standard situations“ 

1) the number of free throws near of the opponent goal area is still reelatively high, but 

we are not able to use they for creating of  shooting situations – I think we have to pay 

more attention to it in training (but in theory too) /sometimes is good to make a step 

back and „revamp“ old tactical means/ 

 

B) 3-2-1 Defence 

1) We always discuss about the depth of  formation („non european“ concept etc.)  or the 

basic tasks („Ballbezogen“, „Mannbezogen“). I find equally important to discuss 

about the variants of basic positioning (f.e. 2-1-3 in more variants depending on 

opponent players qualities) 

2) This defence system provides more possibilities of situational (short time ongoing) 

transitions from one type of defence to another (f.e. 3-2-1 � 3-2+1) 

 

C) 5-1 Defence 

1) There are more possibilities how to play this defence. I find very effective variant 

(variants) with the „side“ positioning of the ejected defender.  

 

 

D) Specific situations 

1) „Hit“ of the last years – using goalkeeper as 7. field player – will continue to develop. 

Not only in the situation of  overnumbering, but in the situations of  number 

weakening too, as a help for active play.  Generaly we have to search the possibilities 

how to bring the goalkeepers more in attack (see the example of  beach handball). 

 

        

E) Fast break 

1) The changing the specialists in defence seems to be already permanent part of the 

playing performance. There is why we have to find concepts of defending opponents 

fast break in the situations of changing (may be to use „libero“ already in the end of  

attack or…???).  

2) See the last sentence of  D-1 – it means bringing golkeeper „in field“ during the fast 

break (2nd „wave“ etc.). 
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